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I.

Man ha.s a body and a soul.

is the epiri t.

__:c

AboTe them both

It is man' e spirit which -uni-tes

the body and. the soul, -and enables_ them to live

and to - grcn,.

-~-~~

When-a man is united in himself, when he is filled
with happiness, when Jie is kind and merciful to others t
when he sees -and understands the truth, then _the--spiri t
is circulating within his soul•
When a man is full of-well being, when his actions
are full--of- awareness, -when -he-feels deli.ght in-his
movements and sensations, then the-spirit is circulating
-within his body'-.

When a man's soul and his bo~ are as one, when the
desires and inclinations of the body are in tune with
those of -the--soul, _then the spirit is -circulating
-between them.

II.

Everyone bas the spirit w1 thin him.
essenoe of life itself:.

It is the

fut 1n ma.Jl¥ of' us -it bas

become enclosed, hidden avnq in a small part _of
· ourselves • -

Only at · times does it -circulate -through

-us, and then we e%p.etlenoe qui te . .sudden~ ._a strange

warmth and loveliness, when everything before was
dark and bleak.

The soul is hungry for this warmth and loveliness.
It cannot live and - grow without it.

And the soul -.

stores this precious -energy within its various centres.
For the - soul has ···ma.?lY parts, -ma.DY wonderful .rooms __of •

whiohweknCN very little.
And the body -tooJ

-but the body" is more remote.

deep rey-sterious pow.ers -belong to the b ~ .

Verr

III.

It is made of

The body comes from nature.

the same earth -as the -woods and the fields and
-the tr-ees •
And-when the 'body dies, it returns to nature
again.

When tho--spirit enters it the_bo~ becomes

alive, when the spirit 1eaves it the body dies.

It

comes and goes w1 th -the spirit•-

· The body exists in time •.

It exists in the great

time of nature. _- This -bod;r that -belongs to me contains
.everything that went before me, right -back-to the
beginning of-time, to the beginning of nature.
, _

-Like a wave that passes by-as we watch it, so is the
life of the b~-• - But the waters of-the ocean -do not
-move, -they- return on -themselves again.

As each wave

_passes. by they .return on themselves, over and over again.
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IV.

The bodJ' exists in time, but the spirit erlsts
in eternity.

The bodJ' is like a wave - tha t --passos

b1", 'but the spirit ·-i s -like the ocean • .
When the wave has passed, another wave comes.

When

the bocq has passed, another body comes. - -But the spirit
is alwqs there, like -the ocean.
The soul does not -pa.as -like the body, nor is it ,

alwa7s present like the -spirit• -

The soul -moves -like

the waters of. the ocean. - It returns again-and again.

So --when -we speak of the -body, we mean that pa.rt of

us which passes by.

When -we speak of the -soul, we

mean that part of us which returns.

· When -we speak of

-the spirit, we --mean that -part of ·us which is alw~s

there, like the ocean.

v.

That part of the bod;, which passes by is the matter
of which it -is made.

This matter disappears when we die.

:But the form of the body doe& not disappear.

When the

spirit quickens -1 t, --the form returns again.
That part of the soul which passes by is the matter
of which-our everrds.y -thoughts are ma.de.

All these ·

disappear when we die. - :ait the form of the soul does not
disappoo.r.

-When the spirit -.quickens -it,- the form -

returns again.
What is the form of the eoulT

we call

"I"•

It is that which

Just ·as -tha -form of the body is individual

to -each -of- us, so too is -the f-orm of -the soul.

It is this

-p art of us that returns, -that -is born again and again.
~e form of -the body -and the -soul come in their origin
from the spirit.- --_ 'l'hq are both an -expression of •the spirit.
FoP. the spirit -is able to create forms.

-It -is er-eating a -

hundred thousand forms -ever,- moment,- and each of -them

is · different.·

VI.

'l'h.e f'orm of the bo~ is reflected in the mind.

When the mind is corisoioue this reflection appears
-and we become aware of the -body, when --the mind is
not conscious -this ref'l-ection disappears and we cease

to. be aware of. the -body•

That which brings consciousness

-is the spirit.
- The :form

of the soul is also reflected in the mind.

When the mind is conscious this reflection appears and
we become aware of I, when the mind is not conscious

this reflection disappears --and--we cease to be aware of I.

-That -w hich brings consoi-ousness -is the spirit.
When the mind

is conscious we experience · bl.iss, for

that is the nature of the spirit. - -And .whether tho soul
---or the body -is reflected in the- mind it is -real~ the

same -- deep -down there is onl:, one consciousness, -there
is- only one bliss •

VII.

The mind reflects like a mirror - it reflects
the body and the soul.

But this reflection ie not

complete, 1 t -is not a whole reflection. ·

Like a

mirror which reflects first one corner of a room and
then another, such is the mind's reflection.

Ea.eh corner of the room is
whole· I.

I,

but

it is never the

Each -comer of ·the room 1s truth, but

it is never the whole truth•

Ea.eh corner of -the

room is bliss I but it -is never the whole ·bliss• - For
•the room as a whole •is 1n darkness, it is never seen.
· ~ •on the light, and the room will be -seen.

Allow

the spirit to circulate, and the whole will be seen.
will -be reflected 1n the mind, and -the mind will sq I.
'lhat which the mind :ren00ts will be the whole I, the

whole truth, the whole bliss.
seen will be.seen.

~ t which was never

It

